
Fees : Rs. 10,000

(for MIT ADT University Students 25% concession)

Eligibility : 15 years and above

Include stay and food

A Residential Workshop Certified by MIT ADT University

• Mastering Basic Shapes and Lines, Elevating with 3D Shapes.

• Drawing Subjects: Hands, Feet, Hair, Clothing; Inking and 
Coloring Techniques.

• Perfecting Posing, Facial Expressions; Crafting Modern 
Cartoon Style.

Highlights:

So, you want to create cartoon characters but don't know where 
to start?
Designing cartoon characters can be daunting without proper 
guidance. Trying to establish yourself as an artist in this field 
alone can be challenging. Why? Because without direction or 
feedback, progress can be slow and uncertain.
Creating cartoons is a process. But fear not! Drawing is a skill 
that can be learned, and you can master it. By following a 
step-by-step approach, you can develop the ability to draw. 
There's no reason why you can't excel in designing cartoon 
characters.
In this Summer School event, you'll gain comprehensive 
knowledge and skills to craft delightful and captivating cartoon 
characters from scratch.

Contact: +91 970 461 0511 (Whats App Inquiries Only)

Convener:

Asst. Prof. Ashish Sheje

Location for the workshop:
• MIT Institute of Design, MIT ADT University, Loni Kalbhor, Pune

Cert ified by  MIT ADT University

24th to 28th June 2024

CHARACTER DESIGN
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A 5 Days Residential Workshop

Ashish Sheje
workshop by

Scan
for
Registration

CHARACTER DESIGN

Ashish, a proficient Pre-production Artist and 2D 
animation expert, doubles as a devoted educator, 
merging practical experience with teaching finesse. 
With a Master's in Arts from Rabindranath Tagore 
University and a Diploma in Art and Animation from The 
College of Animation Bioengineering & Research 
Center Amravati, his 15+ years in the industry have seen 
him excel from in-between/Cleanup artist to roles like 
Character Designer and Storyboard Artist, making him 
highly sought-after. Furthermore, Ashish's impactful 
contributions in animation education, spanning 
prestigious institutes like Inurture Education Solutions 
Pvt. Ltd. and Reliance AIMS, reflect his passion for 
nurturing creative minds and aligning skills with 
industry demands.

His teaching philosophy revolves around nurturing 
creativity in students while equipping them with 
practical skills and industry insights. Ashish aims to 
contribute significantly to the growth and evolution of 
the animation industry by empowering the next 
generation of animators, inspiring a positive ripple 
effect in the world of animation.
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